When an individual moves through a cluttered environment, he or she often fixates an object relatively near his or her path in the middle distance and uses pursuit eye movements to follow it while moving forward. On the basis of previous evidence, either motion fields or displacement fields around the fixated object-two alternative representations of the same information-could be used to determine one's direction of self-movement, sometimes called heading or aimpoint. In a series of 5 experiments, the relationship between these representations was explored and it was found that the displacements of identifiable objects, not their motions, are most likely the direct inputs for wayfinding. It may be that these inputs are used in conjunction with a mental map to determine one's aimpoint. A mathematical framework for this process is proposed.
Most animals must successfully negotiate the environmental clutter around them many times a day. Habitually successful performance of this task, which we call wayfinding, is one of the more important practical abilities an individual can possess, particularly a human being surrounded by technological artifacts and means of conveyance. While moving in a given direction, individuals must be able to avoid obstacles on or near their path with considerable accuracy. To fail to do so, especially at high velocities when driving a car, is to risk injury or worse. Here, however, we generally focus on wayfinding accuracy during human gait-the walks and runs of the everyday pedestrian range. We focus on bipedal locomotion because it is within this range of velocities that evolution is likely to have molded and selected the wayfinding capacities found in the human visual system. We begin with two questions: How accurate do we need to be when locomoting? And, what is the form of the information we use to find our way?
What Accuracies Are Needed to Avoid Obstacles During Gait?
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ance may be parsed into three periods: the reaction time necessary to recognize that an object is critically near one's path, the time needed to adjust one's footfall, and the time needed to negotiate a turn to avoid the object. Each of these periods has a distance associated with it, and each distance is linearly dependent on forward velocity. For highly accurate wayfinding, the first of these periods is surprisingly long (as much as 3 s or more) and by far the most dominant because it accounts for more than 75% of the distance covered in an avoidance maneuver during the approach to an object. Cutting, Springer, Braren, and Johnson (1992, pp. 42-44 ; see also Cutting, 1986, pp. 277-278) provided details about how the components and the required accuracies may be calculated. Here we take a somewhat different tack, based on those previous analyses.
As formalized by Cutting et al. (1992) , required wayfinding accuracy, ii (measured in degrees of visual angle), is the arctangent of a leaning half-body width (the distance one must move sideways to avoid a point obstacle directly in one's path) divided by the total distance covered in the avoidance maneuver. These relations are shown in Figure 1 , and O is the pertinent angle between one's direction of gaze and direction of movement at the initial point of information registration. Thus, we call it the initial gaze-movement angle. This angle, when matched to the required accuracy during gait, can be well approximated by an empirical rule derived from Cutting et al. (1992, 
where v is forward velocity (in meters per second) but where units are ignored in this simplified equation). This approximation is quite accurate because of the linearity of arctangents measured on small angles and because wayfinding experiments typically confine themselves to such angles. The relation also captures the fact that as one moves faster, greater wayfinding accuracy is required to continue avoiding collisions. Thus, at 10 m/s (a sprint) an accuracy of 0.75° is needed, at 5 m/s (a reasonable marathon speed) an What Information Is Used in Wayfinding?: Motion Fields Versus Displacement Fields and Depth Maps All approaches to wayfinding have explicitly embraced the notion that the vector field resulting from an observer's movement supplies necessary information for an accurate sense of the direction of motion.
1 Each vector, of course, has both direction and extent, and as such each is a symbolic representation of change. But as a representation, it can be interpreted in two ways-either as an instance of motion (emphasizing the temporal aspect of change) or as an instance of displacement (emphasizing the spatial aspect of change). Temporal and spatial derivatives of global vector fields associated with wayfinding typically have the same form (e.g., compare the equations of Gordon, 1965 , with those of Cutting et al., 1992) , but psychologically there may be a difference.
Interestingly, the literature on wayfinding has almost wholly concentrated on velocity fields. The two velocity fields thought most important are the isolated translational flow field created by displacing an unrotated eye through space (e.g., Calvert, 1954; Clocksin, 1980; Gibson, 1979; Nakayama & Loomis, 1974; Perrone, 1992; Prazdny, 1981; W. H. Warren & Hannon, 1990; W. H. Warren, Morris, & Kalish, 1988) and the undecomposed retinal flow field, which combines the translational flow field and the rotational flow field of pursuit eye movements (Cutting, 1986; Cutting, et al., 1992) . Moreover, it has generally been thought that the array of motion sensors in the visual system has direct input to decision-making mechanisms about wayfinding (Cutting et al., 1992; W. H. Warren et al., 1988) ; no intervening depth map is thought necessary to compute, although depth information is generally available.
Computation of aimpoint without depth has its advantages. For example, consider the situation shown in the left half of Figure 2 . If one knew one's aimpoint and also the distance c traveled during any instant of time (e.g., two steps, which at a brisk pace would equal about one eye height), one could derive the distance d to any object in the field of view:
where ft and /3 are the angular deviations from the aimpoint before and after the step cycle. Applied in parallel to the whole field, Equation 2 can then be used to derive the spatial layout of the environment around the moving observer. Thus, flow can yield layout. The wayfinding literature, however, has not considered aimpoint estimation from the combination of displacement fields and a depth map. To be sure, an earlier approach in the machine vision literature concerned discrete points, static views, and the problem of what was called computing structure from motion (see Ullman, 1981 , for an early review) but this work would be more appropriately described as structure from displacements. Applied to wayfinding, then, one could start with discrete points and views, assign correspondences to points across views, compute the layout and relative depth of objects in the environment, and then recover direction of locomotion. This approach has never been popular in the wayfinding literature, probably because it is generally thought either that (a) displacements imply a correspondence problem, and that problem is psychologically not at issue in the domain of real motion; instead, it is solved simply by recording continuous motion; that (b) the motion-field approach may have been thought to be a considerably richer one, embracing and effectively using the parallel architecture of vision; that (c) depth per se need not be calculated for wayfinding; or that (d) both approaches are, ultimately, algorithmic variants of the same
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Object i Fixation Object F igure 2. Schematic diagrams of an observer moving through an environment considering the aimpoint, and the angles and distances to one or two objects. If knowledge of the aimpoint and knowledge of distance traveled are assumed, as shown in the left half, then the distance of any given object can be derived by Equation 2; if knowledge of the distance to two objects, the distance traveled, and the retinal displacement of a nonfixated object, object B, are assumed, as in the right half, then one can determine the aimpoint by Equation 3. Proof of the latter is given in the Appendix. The reciprocal play of these sources of information is used in this article to discuss the efficacies of using motion fields or displacement fields for wayfinding. object during pursuit fixation until it intersects the line of sight.
Although the process suggested in Equation 3 might appear more convoluted and cumbersome than that for any of the motion field theories, we think it is worth considering. Under normal viewing conditions in natural environments, an observer has at his or her disposal a large array of sources of information about the layout of the surroundocclusion, height in the visual field, gradients of size and density, binocular disparity, aerial perspective, convergence, accommodation, and perhaps more. It seems unlikely that the observer, with all of this information, would necessarily wait to compute depth until motion perspective information reached efficacy. Moreover, there is a multitude of evidence that these other depth sources are used, perhaps in an obligatory fashion, to produce a rough topographic map whether an observer is in motion or not (see , for a review). Thus, given the effortless automaticity of this scene perception process, we think it might be valuable to link it with the wayfinding literature. The five experiments presented here explore the plausibility of the depth and displacement field approach and are followed by a discussion of how these results might be related to the literature on mental maps. solution to the same computational problem. Nonetheless, the idea that displacements and depth serve wayfinding remains a psychological possibility.
Consider the right half of Figure 2 . If the spatial layout were known to some approximate degree (including estimates of the distances to an array of objects in the field of view), if one used pursuit fixation to track a given object off one's path, and if one registered the displacement of an object in the foreground as it intersected the line of sight, then one could invert the process in Equation 2 and derive one's aimpoint. As outlined in the Appendix, the final gaze-movement angle, )3, after a pursuit fixation is determined by the following:
where a and b are the initial distances to two objects (a to fixation and b to an object ahead and in the foreground), c might again be two steps (about an eye height), and 5 is the angle of displacement in the retinal field of the nearby
Outline of Experiments
The progression of our experiments generally follows our line of discovery and is outlined in Table 1 . First, given the general equation: velocity = distance/time, (4) we performed three experiments. Normally one would apply these three terms to a moving object, such as the observer; however, they apply equally to object motions and displacements in the retinal image of the moving observer. That is, during his or her pursuit fixation, the velocity of any given nonfixated object (a tree in our cases) in the retinal image is a function of observer velocity; the displacement of that nonfixated tree, given its depth, is a function of the distance covered by the observer; and, of course, the duration of motion for that tree is identical to the duration of observer movement. When applied to all objects in the scene, these three interrelated variables then constitute (a) the velocity fields in, (b) the displacement fields in, and (c) the duration of, the stimulus sequences. In each of the first three experiments, we held one of these three factors constant while systematically varying the other two. In Experiment 1, we covaried sequence duration and the field of object displacements generated by the forward movement of the observer while observer velocity was held constant. In Experiment 2, we covaried velocity and object displacements while duration was held constant. In Experiment 3, we covaried velocity and sequence duration but held object displacements constant. The conjoined results of these three studies implicate the use of displacement fields, rather than velocity fields or duration, as the carrier of wayfinding information.
In Experiment 4, we explored further the centrality of displacement information. If motion per se were not relevant to wayfinding, then the number of frames sampling the sequence of the forward movement of an observer should be largely irrelevant. Thus, keeping trial duration, object displacements, and overall velocity constant, we varied the number of samples in the sequence. Sampling had little practical import on performance. We then compared these results with those of Experiment 5 using a field of dots instead of trees as stimulus elements. Results of this pair of studies support the use of displacement information so long as the stimulus elements were individuated, overriding correspondence problems.
General Method and Assessment
Stimulus Sequences
Motion sequences were generated on a Personal Iris Workstation (Model 4D/35GT, Silicon Graphics Computer Systems, Mountain View, CA). The Iris is a noninterlaced raster-scan system with a resolution of 1,280 X 1,024 picture elements (pixels). Viewing by participants was unconstrained and binocular, but participants were encouraged to remain relatively still 0.5 m from the screen, creating a resolution of about 50 pixels/degree of visual angle, and an image size of about 25° X 20°. Perspective calculations used to generate the stimuli were based on this viewing position and distance.
Sequences were patterned after those of Cutting et al. (1992, Experiment 8) , mimicking the movement of an observer through a tree-filled environment while looking at a particular tree off his or her path. Thus, the stimuli mimicked the retinal motion of what is seen during forward locomotion with pursuit fixation on an object off the side of one's path. Such eye-movement behavior is the norm during the relatively low-velocity forward movements characteristic of gait (Calvert, 1954; Schwarz, Busetti, & Miles, 1989) . In addition, here, as in almost all previous research in both the decompositional and nondecompositional traditions, we have focused on movement through a completely rigid environment (but see Cutting et al., 1992, Experiment 9; Cutting, Vishton, & Braren, 1995) .
As suggested in Figure 3 , there were many trees in this environment, each identical in structure. A small forest was created by translating and replicating this tree to many locations across the ground plane. In each location the tree was rotated around its vertical axis to a new randomly determined orientation. The major branching of tree limbs occurred at 1.5 eye heights (or 2.4 m for an individual with an eye height of 1.6 m), and the top of the highest branch was at 2.7 eye heights (4.32 m). All measures reported below are scaled to an observer eye height of 1.6 m.
A red fixation tree appeared in the center of the screen at an initial distance (in Experiments 1, 2, and 5) of 31.3 eye heights (about 50 m). The visible horizon was generally clipped at 62.5 eye heights (100 m), or about 55 min of arc below a true horizon one might see when standing on a flat plane. All other trees were colored gray, the ground plane was brown, and the sky cyan. The trees had no leaves, so the stimulus sequence represented overland travel through a sparse wintry scene without snow, as suggested in Figure 3a , 3b, and 3c. As the trial progressed, trees could appear at or could disappear off of the edge of the display, due either to simulated forward motion of the observer or to pursuit fixation of the observer on the focal tree.
Motion sequences were generated on-line at a mode of 100 ms/frame. Because the motion of most trees in the displays was quite slow (M = 0.57s, or 2.5 pixels/frame), motion aliasing problems were not bothersome. Only 10.3% of trees moved faster than 1.07s (> 5.0 pixels/frame). Each trial simulated forward movement of the observer with gaze fixed on a stationary object off to one side, but with the fixation object remaining in the center of the display screen. Such movements combine camera motions of a dolly (a translation) and a pan (a rotation, in this case around the vertical axis). The gaze-movement angle grew steadily as the trial progressed. Initial gaze-movement angles were 0.5°, 1.0°, 2.0°, 4.0°, and 8.0°; final gaze-movement angles were slightly larger, which are reported in the Method section of each experiment and explained further in the Results and Discussion sections.
Independent Variables
We use the initial gaze-movement angles, fl in Figure 2 , as the primary independent measure of the information used in the display. This choice is in contrast to that of Cutting (1986) and Cutting et al. (1992) . There the final gaze-movement angle, or /3 in Figure 2 , was used. Indeed, the older measure is more conservative because all the stimulus information has been presented before attaining this angle. However, the assumption of both these earlier works and the present work is that the simulated path of the observer during the course of the stimulus trial, as shown in Figure  1 , generally corresponds to the portion of the observer's path during the reaction time interval. That is, considering the layout of the requirements in the situations shown in Figure 1 , as the moving observer progresses along the simulated path, the gaze-movement angle increases slightly but the observer always remains within the envelope required by the task given the initial gaze-movement angles. Nonetheless, we report and analyze the data in terms of both initial and final gaze-movement angles.
Procedure
Forty-five members of the Cornell University community were tested individually in five experiments. Each had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and each was naive to the experimental hypotheses. They sat in a moderately lit room with the edges of the display screen clearly visible. Viewers were told they would be watching stimuli that simulated their own movements across a plane populated with trees, and that the stimulus motion would mimic their fixation on the center (red) tree. They were encouraged to keep their eyes at midscreen, but eye movements were not monitored. At the end of each trial, the motion sequence ended but the last frame remained on the screen until the participant made his Figure 3 . The general layout of the environment, a path taken, and three sample frames from stimuli used in the three experiments. Part A shows the first frame of the sequence with the fixation tree, / at mid image and the layout of the surrounding trees, with an instantaneous gaze-movement angle of 4° with gaze to the right. Notice the locations of three other trees labeled a, b, and c. By mid sequence (the 37th frame), as shown in Part B, the observer has progressed forward; the fixation tree is still mid image, but the trees around it have expanded and moved in a counterclockwise manner (near trees moving to the right and far trees moving to the left). By the end of the sequence (the 72nd frame), as shown in Part C, the observer's gaze movement angle is 8°, and although the fixation tree remains in place the other trees have moved even more. It is representative of human gaze patterns during forward movement. Part D shows an overhead view of the forest through which, and the path along which, the observer moved. The V-shape formed by the diagonal lines indicates where the scene was cropped due to the edges of the display on the first frame, with the simulated path taken lying between the arms of the V. Adapted from "Wayfinding on Foot From Information in Retinal, Not Optical, Flow," by J. E. Cutting, K. Springer, P. A. Braren, and S. H. Johnson, 1992 , Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, 121, p. 55, Copyright 1992 by the American Psychological Association. or her response. Participants pressed the right key on the Iris mouse if they thought they were going to the right of where they were looking during the trial, and the left mouse key if they were going left. If they wished to view a trial again, they could press the middle mouse key, but few participants elected to see any trials a second time. All found the task reasonably natural and comprehensible. No feedback was given. Ten to 12 practice trials without feedback preceded each test sequence. Participants were either paid at a rate of $5 per hour or received course credit for their services.
Performance Functions, Assessments, and Criteria
In wayfinding tasks such as these, the accuracy of observers varies as a function of gaze-movement angle. These functions, when plotted on a logarithmic scale of initial gaze-movement angles against percentage of correct performance, are well-approximated by the upper section of a logistics function; that is, they typically rise rapidly from chance performance and asymptote near perfect performance. Thus, in each experiment the data of each individual in each condition will be fit to the logistic function:
where p is the percentage correct performance, a is the logarithm of each of the five gaze-movement angles under consideration, e is 2.718, and ju and cr are the two parameters to be fit. Each point for each curve is based on 4, 10, 10, 12, and 12 points, across Experiments 1-5, respectively. Fits are reported for each experiment. Given the importance of wayfinding to our species and other species, and given the danger inherent in any errors, we report two performance criteria-75% and 95%. The 75% criterion is common in psychophysics and has been adopted elsewhere in the literature (e.g., W. H. Warren et al., 1988) . However, we believe a 95% criterion is more representative of adequate performance (see also Cutting et al., 1992) . For example, in our situation the 75% criterion might allow observers collision with every fourth tree near the path of movement; a 95% criterion might allow collisions only with every twentieth tree. Moreover, 95% correct performance is not predictable from 75% performance. As we show in our data, the slopes of wayfinding functions can vary widely across different classes of stimuli.
The gaze-movement angles corresponding to both 75% and 95% accurate performance are abstracted from the individual logistics curves and then compared against the performance criterion calculated by Equation 1. If adequate wayfinding information is available in the displays, we argue that most participants should meet or exceed the 95% criterion. In addition, the within-condition median performance levels associated with gaze-movement angles of 0.5°, 1.0°, 2.0°, 4.0°, and 8.0° are determined, and these values fit to a new logistics function. This group-median function is then useful in depicting patterns of differences across conditions and as an aid in assessing group performance as a function of task requirements.
Experiment 1: On the Time Necessary to Find One's Way on Foot
In this experiment, we covaried the distance covered by the moving observer (and thus the displacements of the trees in the stimulus) and the duration of the stimulus sequence while holding observer velocity constant. Choosing a velocity in the midrange of human gait enabled us to assess the length of continuous stimulation generally necessary for the wayfinding task under normal conditions. Cutting et al. (1992, Experiment 3) had measured reaction times in a wayfinding task and found that observers responded after 3 s of a stimulus sequence and achieved 95% performance at a gaze-movement angle of about 3.9° for a forward velocity of 1.9 m/s. Because observers could terminate the sequences with their response, trial duration was not varied systematically. Thus, it is not known whether continuous stimulation over the full 3 s was needed or whether a shorter duration sequence would suffice while the observer used the remaining time to prepare his or her response. The goal of Experiment 1, then, was to determine whether or not there is adequate wayfinding information in sequences of less than 3-s duration.
Method
Simulated forward velocity of the observer in each stimulus sequence was 1.36 eye heights/s (or 2.18 m/s). By Equation 1, accuracies should occur at a gaze-movement angle of 3.44° or less, whether assessed by the 75% or 95% criterion. During each trial, participants viewed a sequence simulating their movement through the sparse forest for 0.12, 0.25, 0.5,1.0, 2.0, 4.0, or 6.0 s; with five of these values below the 3-s limit assessed by Cutting et al. (1992) . During these trials, the simulated linear path of the observer covered 0.17, 0.34, 0.68, 1.36, 2.72, 5.44, and 8.16 eye heights, respectively, with the shortest path presented in only two stimulus frames. Initial gaze-movement angles were 0.5°, 1.0°, 2.0°, 4.0° and 8.0°. Final gaze-movement angles for the 0.125-s conditions were 0.502°, 1.004°, 2.008°, 4.017°, and 8.033°, respectively; those for the 6-s condition were 0.625°, 1.250°, 2.500°, 4.999°, and 9.989°; and those for the other conditions were in between. The rate of simulated pursuit for all trials was less than 0.33°/s, and thus well within the range of accurate performance on similar tasks for real pursuit fixations (Royden, Banks, & Crowell, 1992) . In all conditions, 44 trees were generated in the environment but only a mean of 21 were visible at any time.
As in the studies of Cutting et al. (1992) , half the stimuli simulated the camera movement of a smooth dolly with a simultaneous pan, which kept the red tree at the center of fixation; half simulated these movements plus two small oscillatory rotations due to a sinusoidal vertical bounce and a sinusoidal lateral sway, mimicking the nature of a bipedal observer's actual visual input. Bounce was 2.5% of eye height at a frequency of twice per step cycle, and sway was 3.5% at a frequency of once per step cycle. Both values are in the midrange of Murray's (1967) measurement for natural gait. Each step cycle took about 950 ms to complete, but because many trials presented less than a step cycle each trial was begun at a random point within this cycle.
Presentation order of trials for each individual was randomized for 140 stimuli: 5 initial gaze-movement angles X 7 movement durations/distances X 2 gaze directions (left and right of the movement vector) X 2 carriage conditions (with and without bounce and sway). Eighteen observers participated individually for about 15 min each.
Results and Discussion
Two main effects characterize the results: Performance varied as a function of initial gaze-movement angle, F(4, 68) = 63.2, MSB = 9.49, p < .0001, and as a function of duration/distance, F(6, 102) = 7.37, MSE = 0.98, p < .0001. These effects accounted for 8% and 71% of the variance in the mean data, respectively, 2 and can be seen in the raw data in the left half of Figure 4 . To reduce noise, we collapsed across sequences with the longest durations (4 s and 6 s), the shortest durations (0.125 s and 0.25 s), and those in between (0.5 s, 1.0 s, and 2.0 s). In addition, there was no effect of carriage (trials with and without bounce and sway; 74% and 75%, respectively, F < 1), replicating a null result consistently found by Cutting et al. (1992) .
We next sought to assess the relative importance of initial versus final gaze-movement angles in the stimulus sequences, and thus the merit of choosing a different independent variable in these studies than in those of Cutting et al. (1992) . The strongest comparison looks at the simple correlation between the mean performance across conditions with each set of angles. These correlations are very similar, .84 and .86 for initial and final gaze-movement angles, respectively. In addition, the multiple correlations of each with sequence duration were identical (.89). Thus, nothing of statistical import is lost in the exchange of variables, and nothing would be gained by a replot of the data as a function of final gaze-movement angle.
Consider next the fits of the data to logistics functions. In general, the individual modelings were more than adequate. Of the 126 fits (18 participants X 7 duration/distance conditions) only 4 were unsatisfactory, R 2 s < 0.85; Fs(2, 3) < 9.55, /?s > .05. Thus, the logistics functions generally fit well the Participant X Condition data. The seven groupmedian functions are shown in the right half of Figure 4 , in which one can see a fairly clean fan of functions (only the function for 4 s was out of ordinal position at the largest initial gaze-movement angles), with steepest slope for trials with the longest duration and generally decreasing slopes for the other six durations.
3 Notice also that only the data for the 6-s duration stimuli satisfied the 95% criterion, whereas all those above the 0.25-s duration stimuli satisfied the 75% criterion. These results suggest that the perceiver's measurement (or pickup) of information for safe overland travel, where one must consistently avoid obstacles near one's path at a rate of 95% or better, continues to accrue over a long period of time and over at least 3 s (Cutting et al., 1992) . Table 2 shows the proportion of observers in each condition whose 75% and 95% performance values, when extracted from their best fitting logistics function, was less than or equal to the initial gaze-movement angle of 3.44°n eeded to avoid collision. Again, by the 95% criterion, only in 6-s sequences did the majority of viewers perform sufficiently well. With sequences of 4 s and less, fewer than half the viewers performed adequately. Performance on the 4-s condition surprised us, but it seems likely that overall performance was depressed in this experiment compared with earlier studies (Cutting et al., 1992) and to others here (Experiments 2, 3, and 4) because of the relatively large proportion of very difficult trials (those of brief duration, small initial gaze-movement angle, or both). In contrast, most observers in all conditions met the 75% criterion. Clearly, however, as sequences became shorter, performance also decreased. To assess the decreasing trends in participants meeting the criterion levels across conditions, we performed a Komolgorov-Smirnov test (see Siegel, 1956, pp. 47-52) . Such a test can be used to determine if the results deviate from a flat function. The decreasing trends of observers meeting the 75% and 95% criteria are both statistically reliable (ps < .01).
What is perhaps most clear, however, is that a considerable amount of time or displacements or both are needed in the stimulus sequence for there to be adequate information to perform the task at a high level. This result is consistent with those of Cutting et al. (1992, Experiments 2 and 3) . Nonetheless, is it not surprising that performance should vary with stimulus duration; what we sought next to discover were the specific individual effects of duration, displacement, and velocity.
2 The values regressed were the cell means, averaged across individuals.
3 Notice that the raw data functions are generally linear and the logistics functions typically quite nonlinear. The difference is due to the play between means versus medians at gaze-movement angles of from 1.0° and 4.0°. In general, most all individuals performed near chance at a gaze-movement angle of 0.5°, anchoring both the raw and fitted functions near chance. Similarly, most all individuals performed nearly perfectly at a gaze-movement angle of 8.0°, anchoring the functions at ceiling. At intermediate values, however, the median performance values generally exceeded the mean values, with most observers performing well and a few performing near chance. These differences generate the differences between mean raw functions and fitted median functions. A common tenet of ecological research is that perception constrains action, and vice versa (Gibson, 1979; Lee, 1980; Neisser, 1976; Turvey, 1990; Viviani & Stucchi, 1992 ; but see Cutting, 1993 , for a discussion of limits to this idea). This tenet can be tested in a straightforward manner in the wayfinding task: As one moves faster through the environment, one's wayfinding accuracy must also increase, as shown by Equation 1. Indeed, W. H. Warren et al. (1988) provided evidence for such an increase. However, the stronger and heretofore untested research question is whether wayfinding performance is matched to the necessities of the situation, based on calculations derived from Equation 1. The goal of this experiment, then, was to answer the perception-action query by covarying simulated observer velocity and distance covered while holding sequence duration constant.
Method
Environments were generated as in Experiment 1, except that the forest was more dense (with 110 trees, most all of which were visible at the beginning of each trial). An array of such trees can be seen from above in Figure 3d . Sequence duration was 4 s, and the clipping plane (the visible horizon) was 67 m behind the fixation tree. Velocities were 18.0, 9.0, 4.5, 2.25, and 1.12 m/s, with required accuracies of 0.41°, 0.83°, 1.67°, 3.33°, and 6.67°, respectively, calculated from Equation 1. Simulated distances covered were 72.0, 36.0, 18.0, 9.0, and 4.5 m, but all trials ended with the fixation tree about 28 eye heights into the distance off to one side of the path of movement. The fastest velocity, 18 m/s, is beyond humanly sustainable running speeds and was included to explore possible constraints on natural perception-action linkages. Initial gaze-movement angles, again, were 0.5°, 1.0°, 2.0°, 4.0°, and 8.0°; final gaze-movement angles were 0.52°, 1.05°, 2.09°, 4.19°, and 8.37°, respectively, for the 1.12 m/s velocity condition and increasingly larger for the others. All simulated pursuit-fixation velocities were less than 1.75°/s, again within the range showing little change in performance on wayfinding tasks during real pursuit fixation (Royden et al., 1992) .
Presentation order was random for 250. trials per observer: 5 gaze-movement angles X 5 velocity/displacement conditions X 2 gaze directions X 5 replications (each with different coordinates for nonfoveated trees), with no variations in carriage because the widespread differences in velocities would entail quite different amounts of bounce and sway. Nine observers participated for about 30 min. The data from the 10th observer were discarded because the individual did not follow directions.
Results and Discussion
Two reliable main effects mark the data: the initial gazemovement angle, F(4, 32) = 24.6, MSB = 17.5, p < .0001, accounting for 48% of the variance in the mean data; and velocity/displacement, F(4, 32) = 4.8, MSB = 1.75, p < .004, accounting for 8% of the variance. In addition, there was a reliable interaction of these two variables, F(16, 128) = 1.97, MSB = 0.81, p < .02, accounting for an additional 4% of the variance. All three effects can be seen in the raw data in the upper left quadrant of Figure 5 , with performance collapsed across the three middle velocity conditions. Again, there was no difference in simple correlations of performance with initial and with final gaze-movement angles (rs = .69 and .66, respectively), nor differences in their multiple correlations with velocity/distance conditions (Rs = .74 and .68, respectively). Indeed, final gazemovement angles are somewhat poorer predictors. Thus and again, no generalization is compromised by considering the initial angles alone.
All logistics fits to the 45 performance functions (9 participants X 5 velocity/displacement conditions) were satisfactory, Fs(2, 3) > 9.55, ps < .05. Group-median logistics functions for the five velocity conditions are shown in the upper right quadrant of Figure 5 , with dots and connecting tick marks showing the 95% wayfinding requirement dictated by Equation 1. The slowest three functions show adequate group-median performance at this criterion, and the 9 m/s function shows nearly adequate performance. All three functions easily surpassed the 75% criterion. Conversely, the 18 m/s function falls considerably short of both criteria. As noted earlier, this velocity is also well above humanly sustainable footspeeds, but these latter data should be interpreted with some skepticism because, in this analysis, to meet the 0.41° criterion at any significant perfor- mance level a participant could make no errors in the task whatsoever.
More important are the number of observers whose best fitting logistics function met or bettered the criteria dictated by forward velocity and Equation 1, as shown in Table 2 . Except for the fastest condition, the number of observers meeting these criteria was quite constant-averaging 5 of 9 observers at 95% and 8 of 9 at 75%-with no reliable deviation from a flat function for either (KomolgorovSmirnov test, ps > .20). We take these results as evidence that wayfinding performance is generally matched to normal gait velocities and that it generally meets the requirements dictated by Equation 1.
Velocities or Displacements?
The reliable effect of observer velocity in this experiment implicates two possible representations of the same information for wayfinding. On the one hand, it may be that observer velocity causes the magnitude of global motion, and the motion directly reveals the critical information. For example, when observer velocity is doubled during pursuit fixation, the field of retinal velocities around the fixated object of all other objects is also doubled. Thus, perhaps increases in observer velocity raise the needed retinal motion sufficiently above some practical threshold to improve wayfinding performance. Such a result would generally support motion field approaches (e.g., Cutting et al., 1992) . On the other hand, it may be that the simulated distance covered during the course of the trial is the more important variable. Increases in distance traversed increase the retinal displacements of all nonfoveated trees. If the displacement field rather that the velocity field served as the basis of the information, then it would seem possible that continuous, attentive monitoring of the visual field is not necessary for wayfinding (e.g., Thomson, 1980) . Instead, once relative locations of objects in the environment are determined, then attention can be allocated elsewhere and the eyes may be repositioned to a new fixation point until they have displaced to a sufficient extent. Results of Experiment 2 cannot be used to answer this query because the two variables, observer velocity (yielding the field of motions) and the extent of observer's path (yielding the field of displacements), were perfectly correlated. Thus, Experiment 3 was designed to answer it.
Experiment 3: Displacement Fields, Not Velocity Fields, Serve Wayfinding
Method
Environments were generated with 110 trees, a mean of 81 of which were visible in any given frame. Motion-sequence durations were 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 s, but the distance traveled was always 2.81 eye heights (4.5 m). Thus, velocities were 9.00, 4.50, 2.25, and 1.12 m/s. Calculated from Equation 1, the accuracies needed at these velocities are 0.83°, 1.67°, 3.33°, and 6.67°, respectively. Initial gaze-movement angles were always 0.5°, 1.0°, 2.0°, 4.0°, and 8.0°; final gaze-movement angles were always 0.55°, 1.10°, 2.20°, 4.40°, and 8.79°; thus, there is no need to consider further the difference between them.
Presentation order was random across 200 trials per observer: 5 gaze-movement angles X 4 velocity/duration conditions X 2 gaze directions (left and right) X 5 replications, with no variation in carriage. The same 9 observers from Experiment 2 participated here. Of these observers, 5 participated first in Experiment 2 and 4 participated first in Experiment 3. This experiment lasted about 25 min.
Results and Discussion
Again we found that gaze-movement angle was a reliable predictor of performance, F(4, 32) = 29.7, MSB = 18.6, p < .0001, accounting for 58% of the variance in the mean data. Interestingly, however, we found that the effect of velocity/duration was not reliable, F(3, 24) = 2.24, MSE = 1,0, p > .10, accounting for only 2% of the variance. Moreover, there was no interaction between gaze-movement angle and velocity/duration (F < 1.0). The major patterns of results can generally be seen in the lower left quadrant of Figure 5 , where performance for the two middle velocity/duration conditions has been collapsed. All 36 logistics fits to the performance functions (9 participants X 4 velocity/duration conditions) were satisfactory, Fs(2, 3) > 9.55, ps < .05. The four group-median logistics functions are shown in the lower right quadrant of Figure 5 . The relatively tight fan of the four functions (and their nonordinal pattern) support the idea that it is the simulated distance covered and the associated displacement field of trees, not the simulated observer velocity and motion field, which is the primary conveyor of information and modulator of performance. Thus, we suggest that the displacements of nonfoveated trees serve as information for the moving observer, not their retinal velocity.
Although performance was relatively constant across the four velocities, wayfinding requirements varied considerably. According to Equation 1, increases in velocity also increase the needed accuracy. Thus, Table 2 shows that although all but 1 observer met the 95% criterion at the slowest speed, only 2 did so at the fastest speed. By a Komolgorov-Smirnov test, this trend was reliable for the 95% criterion (p < .01) but not the 75% criterion (p > .20).
Velocity, Duration, and Displacement
A further way to test the relative contributions of the various parts of Equation 4 in these three experiments is to perform a multiple regression using velocity, duration, and displacement as predictors of performance. Table 3 shows the four conditions in each experiment with the most in common, equalizing the ranges of the variables. Also shown are values of each variable as applied to Equation 4, the codes used in the regression, the overall performance in each condition, and the overall minus the mean performance of the four conditions under consideration. This difference in performance was used in the regression, neutralizing performance differences due to selection of different ranges of variables across the experiments and neutralizing overall differences unrelated to the questions at hand.
A complete multiple regression analysis with the three independent variables of velocities, durations, and displacements cannot be performed because it yields a singular matrix (the variables are linear weighted sums of one another). However, when displacements and duration were used as predictors of performance, the effect of displacements was reliable, F(\, 9) = 91.6, p < .0001, whereas duration was not, F(l, 9) = 3.59, p > .08. When displacements and velocities were used, the effect of displacements was reliable, F(l, 9) = 58.9, p < .001, but velocities were not, F(l, 9) = 3.59, p > .08. The variance accounted for in both multiple regressions was high (R 2 > .91), and the simple correlations for velocity, duration, and displacement were .63, .31, and .94, respectively. Thus across the collective data, as suggested by our earlier analyses on the separate data of each experiment, it is displacement field rather than velocity field or sequence duration that accounts for the bulk of the variance across the three experiments.
First Overview
Collectively and individually the results of the first three experiments revealed that wayfinding performance is a function of the displacement field of objects around a fixated object in the environment. Somewhat surprisingly, performance is not a function of the observer velocity or the general velocity of the flow pattern generated by it. In Experiments 4 and 5, we explore further implications of this view of wayfinding by manipulating the nature of motion in the displays.
Experiment 4: Smooth Motion Versus Discrete Samples and Movement Through a Sparse Forest
Most researchers in the field of motion perception continually do technological battle against the difference between motion in the world ("real," or continuous motion) and motion as presented on computer displays (stroboscopic motion). At base, one hopes that the more continuous the display, the more natural the displays will appear, and the more the research will bear on perception without artifacts. In this study, however, we take the opposite tack: We degrade the relatively clean, but stroboscopic, representations of what is seen by an observer walking through an environment (as in Experiments 1, 2, and 3) by deliberately diminishing the number of samples taken from the sequence. Nonetheless, we correspondingly lengthen the presentation time of each sample so as to keep the overall sequence duration and object displacements the same.
The idea here is that with discrete samples of about 1.5 frames/s or fewer we are no longer studying motion perception. Indeed, we are well outside the domain even of apparent motion. Nonetheless, displacements of the observer through space, and displacements of the trees with respect to the observer, remain the same. Should the number of observers achieving our criteria generally be the same with few samples (stepwise progression through space) as it is with many samples (smooth movement through space), then such results would reinforce the results of Experiments 1 through 3, showing that true motion is not important for the task.
Method
Environments were generated as in Experiments 2 and 3 with 110 trees. Sequence duration was 7.2 s, and the clipping plane was 67 m behind the fixation tree. Simulated velocity was always 2.25 m/s, with a required accuracy of 3.33° calculated from Equation 1. Simulated distance covered was always 16.2 m. Initial gazemovement angles again were 0.5°, 1.0°, 2.0°, 4.0°, and 8.0°; final gaze-movement angles were about double these at 1.00°, 2.00°, 3.99°, 7.98°, and 15.84°, respectively. Stimuli differed in the number of stimulus frames per sequence. In the condition with the least motion aliasing there were 72 frames in the sequence (or 10 frames/s); in the other sequences samples were considerably coarser at 1.67, 0.83, and 0.42 frames/s, with 12, 6, and 3 frames each. We strongly suspected that performance would break down with minimal sampling, but we wanted to explore that range fully. Critically, the first and last frames in all conditions corresponded to identical physical relations between observer, gaze, fixation tree, and the general structure of the environment.
With very coarse sampling combined with translational and rotational eye movements, the positions of nonfixated trees could create some difficulty for the perceiver matching trees across samples. This is known as the correspondence problem. With the coarsest samples (0.42 frames/s) and the largest initial gaze-movement angle (8°), trees nearer than fixation could be displaced by as much as 3° across frames and remain in the display. Similarly, those farther than fixation could be displaced across frames by as much as 2° in the opposite direction. Such displacements are well beyond any short-range process (usually associated with motion perception) at any eccentricity in the visual field (Sekuler et al., 1990) .
Presentation order was random across 240 trials per observer: 5 gaze-movement angles X 4 sample rates X 2 gaze directions X 6 replications (each with different coordinates for nonfoveated trees), again without variations in carriage. Sixteen observers participated for about 30 min.
Results and Discussion
As usual, there was a reliable effect of gaze-movement angle, F(4, 68) = 44.4, MSB = 0.95, p < .001, accounting for 48% of the variance in the mean data. This is seen in the general pattern in the left half of Figure 6 . There was also a reliable difference among the stimuli with different sample rates, F(3, 51) = 9.63, MSE = 0.33, p < .001, accounting for 12% of the variance but no effect of their interaction (F < 1). In addition, 62 of the 64 fits (16 participants X 4 sampling rates) of a logistic function to the performance data were satisfactory.
Despite the reliable statistical effect of sample rate, there is little practical difference in performances across these widely differing samples in terms of individuals meeting our criteria. As shown in Table 4 , at least two thirds of the individuals exceeded the 75% criterion for all sampling rates, and more than half exceeded the 95% criterion for all sampling rates except the coarsest (0.42 frames/s). Indeed, a post hoc analysis of the 10.00 versus 1.67 frames/s conditions revealed no reliable difference, F(l, 15) = 3.6, p > .07. Moreover, despite across-frame displacements of trees of as much as 3° (well beyond the short-range process), correspondence did not seem to be a problem. Clearly, the wayfinding task can be adequately performed on the basis of sequences without true motion.
Experiment 5: Discrete Samples Create Correspondence Problems in Dot Fields
In the previous four experiments, we explored the wayfinding ability of observers during simulated movement through a sparse forest. Each tree in the forest had a certain identity. That is, although based on the same three-dimensional structure, each tree in each location had its own retinal size and orientation and thus a different appearance at a simulated velocity of 2.22 than its neighbors. Therefore, any potential correspondence problem across frames such as mapping the location of a given tree in one frame to its counterpart in the next is lessened by identity and identifiability as given by size and shape differences. Most studies of wayfinding, however, have not used such identifiable elements. Instead, they have used dot fields in which all dots are identical (e.g., Royden et al., 1992; R. Warren, 1976; W. H. Warren & Hannon, 1990; W. H. Warren, Blackwell, Kurtz, & Hatsopoulus, 1991) . In Experiment 5 we explore the efficacy and possible consequences of this methodological strategy.
Method
This study was identical to Experiment 4 except that instead of 110 trees filling and erupting out of the horizontal plane there were 500 dots scattered randomly on it with a retinal density dictated by distance. The clipping plane was the same as in the previous experiment, but to maximize contrast around the dots here both sky and ground plane were cyan. The large number of dots was selected somewhat arbitrarily. However one might try, it is difficult to compare dots and trees. Each dot here was black, covering four pixels in a 2 X 2 matrix; each tree in the previous studies was an array of black (except the fixation tree) solid vectors covering from 30 to several thousand pixels. The use of a larger number of dots, then, was in part to fill the visible array with an impression of a rigid environment roughly comparable to that of the trees and to mimic environments very similar to those of W. H. Warren and Hannon (1990) , W. H. Warren et al. (1991) , and Royden et al. (1992) . All other factors were identical to Experiment 4. Most important, again the 7.2-s stimulus sequences contained 72, 12, 6, or 3 samples. The same 16 observers participated here as in Experiment 4; half participated in this experiment first. As in the previous study, this task took about 30 min to complete.
Results and Discussion
Again, there was a reliable effect of initial gaze-movement angle, F(4, 68) = 7.73, MSE = 0.15, p < .001, but here it accounted for only 4% of the variance in the mean data. There was also a reliable effect of sampling, F(3, 51) = 33.1, MSE = 1.29, p < .001, which accounted for 27% of the variance. However, unlike Experiment 4, there was also a striking effect of their interaction, F(12, 204) = 4.01, MSE = 0.07, p < .001, which accounted for an additional 15% of the variance. Again, all three effects can be seen in the raw data shown in the right half of Figure 6 .
Considering only the 72 and 12 frame conditions, all 32 of the logistics fits (16 observers X 2 sampling conditions) to individual performance functions were adequate. However, no group-median functions are shown because only 7 of the 32 individual performance functions for the two coarsest sampling rates (6 and 3 frames) fit an increasing logistic function. The decline in performance at increasing gaze-movement angles with slower sampling rates is due entirely to correspondence problems. On such trials it is difficult, if not impossible, to track the position of a given dot across time. Indeed, coherent motion is simply not seen in these displays.
The most important finding, however, results from combining the data of Experiments 4 and 5. The Stimulus Type (trees vs. dots) X Gaze-Movement Angle interaction was also reliable, F(4, 68) = 32.2, MSB = 0.58, p < .0001. Indeed, where the sampling rate accounted for 42% of the variance in the mean data, the gaze-movement angles accounted for 11%, and the stimulus type (Experiments 4 vs. 5) accounted for 2%, this two-way interaction accounted for an additional 17%. Such a finding effectively shows the selectivity of the correspondence problem to situations in which stimulus elements are not individuated. It suggests further that the choice of stimuli in wayfinding experiments can predetermine the results and that the methodological strategy of using identical elements in a flow field has the potential of leading researchers to discount the importance of displacement fields as compared with motion fields.
Second Overview
The use of displacement fields in wayfinding, as suggested by the results of Experiments 1, 2, and 3, entails the reasonably accurate tracking of individual objects or elements across time in the visual field. Such accuracy is attainable with intermittent sampling (about 0.42 samples/s) when the elements are relatively identifiable, but such accuracy is attainable only with more nearly continuous sampling (about 1.5 samples/s) when the elements are identical. Previous research addressed the necessity of intermittent or continuous visual information for guidance (e.g., Elliott, 1986; Thomson, 1983) ; with respect to the wayfinding literature, at least part of the answer now appears to depend on how one simulates the environment. With simulated environments closer to natural environments, we claim that intermittent sampling is tolerated with little loss in accuracy.
General Discussion
Some Previous Theory and a Revision
In these studies and in our previous ones, we investigated the utility for wayfinding of relative motion in undecomposed retinal flow (see also Cutting, 1986; Cutting et al., 1992) . Retinal flow, as we construe it, is the global motion of all seen objects painted on the retina over time, without consideration of issues of differential resolution and refractive error. Most important, we have also eschewed the more typical approach taken by Gibson (1979) , his followers (e.g., R. Warren, 1976; W. H. Warren & Hannon, 1990; W. H. Warren et al., 1988) , and many other researchers with neurophysiological and computational approaches to vision (e.g., Clocksin, 1980; Hildreth, 1992; Koenderink & van Doom, 1981; Longuet-Higgins & Prazdny, 1980; Nakayama & Loomis, 1974; Perrone, 1992; Prazdny, 1981) , all of whom were primarily interested in decomposing the retinal flow into its components: translational flow and rotational flow. Cutting et al. (1992) detailed other logical and empirical differences between these two approaches, but they are beyond the scope of this presentation.
At least two types of motion information in retinal flow have been isolated as aids for the wayfinding task (Cutting et al., 1992) . Both are based on analysis of the stochastically cluttered visual environments we typically find ourselves in and move through. The first is called differential motion parallax (DMP). When fixating on an object in the middle distance off our path of movement, the retinal projections of objects nearer than fixation tend to move faster than, and in the opposite direction from, the retinal projections of objects farther than fixation. At the limit, any object instantaneously half the distance to a fixated object will move faster than, and in the opposite direction from, any object out to the horizon and beyond. This inequality prevails regardless of where an observer looks, and regardless of whether he or she is on a linear or curvilinear path. Thus, if a moving observer monitors a reasonably large portion of the visual field, his or her aimpoint will usually be opposite to the most rapid flow. Cutting et al. (1992) also demonstrated that the gaze-movement angle is, in general, related to the absolute magnitude of the most rapidly moving object in the visual field. Thus, the faster the most rapid retinal flow, the farther instantaneous gaze is from the path of movement. Several lines of neurophysiological evidence support the existence of cells that could code DMP information (Allman, Miezin, & McGuinness, 1985; Bridgeman, 1972; Frost & Nakayama, 1983; Roy & Wurtz, 1990) . The second source of information is called inward motion (IM). That is, when fixating on a given object in the middle distance, any object moving relatively slowly toward the fovea will usually be in the distance, beyond the fixated object. The magnitude of its velocity is also related to the gaze-movement angle. The faster this centripetal flow, the farther the gaze is from the aimpoint. At least one line of neurophysiological research supports the existence of neurons that code IM information (Perrett, Harries, Mistlin, & Chitty, 1990) .
We stand by our nondecompositional approach and by our methodological choice of simulating pursuit fixations in our computer displays, but we must revise our view of the importance of motion. The results of the experiments reported here suggest that it is not the flow (or global motion) that is important to wayfinding; instead it is the retinal displacements of particular objects from particular spatial locations. Thus, we must now claim, differential motion parallax and inward motion are not the sources of informa-tion, per se; instead, both are motion surrogates for two different types of displacements. Instead, when speaking of sources of information for wayfinding, we should speak of differential parallactic displacements (DPD), which during pursuit fixation near objects are displaced further than, and to the opposite direction from, far objects. In the same manner, we should speak of inward displacements (ID), which during pursuit fixation only distant objects are displaced slowly toward the fovea. Cutting et al. (1992) demonstrated that the two sources of information for wayfinding, now called DPD and ID, are both used in the task and that they are generally uncorrelated in modestly cluttered environments. The use of multiple sources of information in any task is consistent with "directed perception" (Cutting, 1986 (Cutting, , 1991a (Cutting, , 1991b and other approaches (Massaro, 1987) , where more than one source of information may be said to specify what is to be perceived. Such a view is generally held inconsistent with Gibson's (1979) "direct perception," in which only a single source of information, typically an invariant, is said to specify what is to be perceived (see Burton & Turvey, 1992) .
Some Metatheory, No Revision
But directed perception cuts two ways in this context. If we allow for the utility of multiple sources of information for any given task, surely we must allow for the possibility that both displacement fields and motion fields can serve wayfinding. Indeed, this appears to be the case. W. H. Warren et al. (1988) , W. H. Warren and Hannon (1990) and W. H. Warren et al. (1991) , for example, have shown that motion fields of dots are sufficient for wayfinding. Moreover, when driving at night, an array of moving dots is often exactly what is seen by the moving observer. This is a case where a subsector of postmodern reality mimics the most common experimental setting.
Our retort is straightforward and is reflected in the subtitle of this article. We do not claim that displacement fields must be used; instead, we claim that displacement fields are most naturally used. Consider this: Human beings evolved to move in cluttered, visibly detailed environments, which in turn were to be traversed at pedestrian speeds. Such visual arrays were prevalent to our forebears well before the bright points of light of evening traffic became common. Objects in daytime environments are generally quite distinguishable, and a multitude of sources of information other than motion generally dictate their layout and their distances from us. On the basis of our results, which were garnered in synthetic environments at least modestly closer to those of our evolutionary past than those garnered with dot fields, we argue that the field of displacements generated by our movements is the most natural medium within which wayfinding operates.
Thus, the main point of this research is not to assess the mere sufficiency of information for the task of wayfinding because motion fields might be demonstrated to be sufficient under some laboratory situations, as displacement fields have been here. From the point of view of directed perception, however, the empirical search for the sufficiency of information is a "satisficing" strategy (Simon, 1950) that can lead the researcher astray. 4 Because motion and displacements are so closely related, the demonstrated sufficiency of one does not, without systematic empirical effort, rule out the sufficiency, or even superior importance, of the other. Moreover, sufficiency considerations may be context specific, and it is important for the researcher to be clear about that context; for example, does one want to generalize to dot fields or does one want to generalize beyond them to something else? In this set of studies, we have searched for the use of information under conditions relatively closely related to those found in natural environments. This is our context to which we hope to generalize.
5
Displacements cannot do the informational work alone, however. Harkening back to Equation 3, we suggest that the field displacements, in conjunction with depth information, offers the most natural media of information about one's aimpoint. By convention, this latter medium is called a cognitive map, or mental map. 6 Thus we need to discuss this idea in some detail.
Do We Construct Mental Maps? Do We Use Them When Wayfinding?
Heretofore, the literature on wayfinding has made no contact with the literature on mental maps, and vice versa. The reasons for this mutual isolation seem fairly straightforward: The former literature has concerned itself only with motion and even denied the necessity of computing depth (e.g., Cutting et al., 1992; W. H. Warren & Hannon, 1990 ) and the latter has concerned itself with spatial relations and not overtly considered motion.
With our discovery that displacements are used for wayfinding, perhaps we should now cast aside reservations about mental maps (see, e.g., O'Regan, 1992 ) and see what 4 To satisfice is to search for a solution to a problem and settle for the first adequate one you find. When multiple solutions are possible, some of which are actually better than others, such a strategy is not optimal. In fact, Simon (1950) contrasted satisficing with optimizing. 5 We do not claim that the manipulations of Experiments 4 and 5, with some very coarse samplings of the movement sequence, are in any important sense natural. Instead, coarse sampling was used as a method to explore the logical consequences of the results of the earlier studies. Arguments about the naturalness of stimuli and the preferred mode of perceptual process must be predicated on the particular assumptions of the task and on the nature of what is to be simulated. Fortunately, the merit of some of these assumptions can be empirically determined; we believe that the results of Experiments 4 and 5 suggest that the use of motion fields of dots has questionable merit. 6 We prefer the term mental map to cognitive map because we feel that in most everyday situations such a representation may be built up by perceptual processes alone, not cognitive ones. Of course, the end product-the map itself-is necessarily a cognitive entity. might be gained were these two domains to become one. First, it is undeniable that people can remember locations, directions, and distances in cities and in the countryside (Gould & White, 1974; Lynch, 1960; Trowbridge, 1913) . Second, it is equally undeniable that they can construct maplike representations of various familiar and less familiar layouts from memory (Baird, Merrill, & Tannenbaum, 1979; Baird & Wagner, 1983; MacNamara, 1986) . Third, the perceptual judgments by individuals of the layout of an environment, when taken in consort, constrain each other to have near metric, maplike qualities (Kosslyn, Pick, & Fariello, 1974; Toye, 1986; Wagner, 1985) . Fourth, and to stress the evolutionary continuity of this idea, such mental maps are often imputed to other species who must also find their way through cluttered environments (Gallistel, 1989; Tolman, 1948 ; but see also Wehner & Menzel, 1990) . Finally, there are "place cells" (O'Keefe & Dostrovsky, 1971; O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978) and other more flexible cells (Quirk, Muller, Kubie, & Ranck, 1992) in the hippocampus and elsewhere that encode the spatial structure of the local environment.
It seems prudent not to ignore these psychological and neurophysiological facts about mental maps. It may be that the understanding of spatial layout is so important to us as a species that mental mapmaking is obligatory and nearly instantaneous.
7 The motion perspective-or perhaps better, the perspective displacement-gained by the movement of the observer through the environment may then simply be one other source of information used to refine the mental map. Indeed, it may be that wayfinding and even vection (the perception of self-movement), which must build up over the course of several seconds (Andersen & Braunstein, 1985) , are better understood as byproducts of mental mapmaking and not as separate phenomena (see also Beer, 1993) .
In wayfinding experiments, one must recognize that what is most important to the researcher is that perceivers understand the environments he or she simulates and presents to them. This understanding, we claim, entails (a) recognizing that the environment is predominantly rigid and (b) knowing the general layout of objects within it. When the environment is not rigid there are difficulties in wayfinding. In the real world, for example, sailors must resort to land-or star-based referents, human artifacts (such as buoys), or instruments to navigate; in the laboratory, observers perform quite poorly when trying to ply their ways through a nonrigid environment (Cutting et al., 1992, Experiment 9) . In an experimental setting, moreover, when the layout is unknown before motion begins, wayfinding is less accurate and more time consuming than when it is known (Cutting et al., 1992 , Experiments 2 and 3). Such results suggest that mental mapmaking is an early, perhaps automatic process in perception that can interfere with or delay wayfinding when it is not done prior to it.
Conclusions
Four conclusions can be drawn from the results of these studies. First, at pedestrian speeds observers need quite long stimulus durations to reach a performance criterion of 95% at the requisite gaze-movement angles. The results of Experiments 1 and 2, in conjunction with those of Cutting et al. (1992) , suggest that 3 to 4 s is necessary to achieve this level of performance, at least during normal gait. In light of the group of experiments presented here, this result occurred because only across 3 or 4 s are the displacements of objects in the retinal field sufficient to allow accurate measurement of one's aimpoint. Durations only one-eighth as long yield 75% performance, but we think this criterion allows for too many accidents with too many objects along one's path.
Second, as shown in Experiment 2 within the constraints of sustainable footspeed, performance on wayfinding tasks is generally matched to forward velocity, and more precisely it is matched to the wayfinding requirements dictated by forward velocity. That is, as one's forward velocity doubles, so does one's required accuracy (the tolerable gaze-movement angle is halved), but so too are the retinal displacements of all nonfixated objects during pursuit fixation of an object off the side of the movement path. This coupling is gratifying from the point of view of any ecological approach to perception and action.
Third, the results of Experiments 3 and 4 suggest that velocity information per se is not the usual medium for wayfinding. Instead, it is the displacement field of objects, in conjunction with a rough mental map of environmental layout, that serves the task. Perhaps in conjunction with the ongoing refinement of the mental map, a moving observer needs only to monitor the relative displacements of nonfoveated objects until adequacy of information has been achieved and then update that displacement information periodically during locomotion.
Fourth, the results of Experiments 4 and 5 show differences that can result from one's methodological choice of stimuli. If a moving observer uses displacement fields, he or she must first be able to perceive isolable and discriminable elements. Displays simulating one's movement through a field of dots may place different requirements on a perceiver than do displays with a field of trees or, we suggest, any displays with identifiably different elements. These requirements may have had the result, in the past, of overemphasizing the role of motion information in human wayfinding. Given the nature of the environment in which our perceptual systems have evolved, it would make sense that human wayfinding faculties take advantage of the structured nature of our world.
A Framework for Determining Heading Using Spatial Layout Information
What follows is a proof of Equation 3 in the text, which could be expanded into an algorithm to determine heading on the basis of distances to objects and their displacements in a camera undergoing translation and rotation (mimicking pursuit fixation of a human observer). Consider the diagram in Figure Al .
We assume four things known to the observer, three distances and one angle. Distance a is that from one's eye to object A, on which one is fixated (at eye height) and on which one will visually pursue for a period of time. Distance b is that from the eye to object B in the foreground (at eye height), which due to the observer's movement is moving toward the line of sight. Distance c is that covered during some period of time (say two steps, or about one eye height) until object B occludes object A or passes through a vertical plane intersecting the line of sight to object A (called the "plane of sight" by Cutting, 1986, and Cutting et al., 1992) . If one has a rough mental map of one's surround and if one can monitor distance covered during gait, the assumption of these distances seems reasonable. Angle 8 is the retinal displacement of object B while looking continuously at object A and traversing distance c. The proof proceeds in three steps. First, within the triangle formed by boa, one can determine angle /j,, which is also the angle of eye rotation during pursuit fixation: Finally, one can determine one of the angles internal to the right triangle with sides cd, which is also equal to the final gazemovement angle /3: j3 = arcsin(<//c) This proof assumes that the final gaze-movement angle is less than 90°, or that one is generally looking ahead during locomotion rather than looking behind, but the equations can be easily modified for the latter condition. The equations also assume that object B is closer than, and to the heading side of, fixation; again, they could be modified for objects farther away or for objects to the aft of fixation. Finally, we do not assume that a human observer necessarily uses this algorithm for wayfinding; we assume only that the observer accomplishes the task by a similar means using this same information-distances and displacements.
